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Being responsible practitioners of data, we would be remiss not to
ground the numbers presented in this round-up. The totals given are for
observed ransomware attacks, not total attacks that took place. Certain
ransomware groups carry out attacks by offering secrecy to their victims
as an added incentive for payment. If a negotiation leads to a successful
transaction in this case, the victim’s identity is not revealed, and stolen
data is kept from being released.
Conversely, certain groups will use publicity to pressure a victim into
payment or post a victim’s identity and data in the case of
noncompliance. We simply don’t know the number of ransomware
attacks where the victim pays for silence.

Threat Actor Behavior and Intel —
Findings from analyzing attacker
communications through negotiations
and dark web shame site activity.

Closures and New Threat Actor Groups —
New and noteworthy threat actor
organization structures and trends.
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In July 2021 Tetra Defense observed 176

231

publicly disclosed ransomware attacks, up
slightly from 171 in June. July also saw the
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cessation of one of the most prolific
ransomware groups, Sodinokibi (REvil),
following a large-scale attack on IT solutions
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provider, Kaseya. This comes after the
dissolution of Avaddon in June and Darkside
in May. Several new groups emerged in the
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month of July including AvosLocker, Bl@ckt0r,
Haron, and BlackMatter. In addition, a few
established groups reprised, most notably
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Lockbit 2.0 which was July’s most active
ransomware group as measured by public
posts on its dark web leak site.
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Locations of publicly disclosed
attacks across all observed
threat actor groups
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Countries

GEOGRAPHIC
BREAKDOWN
Continued

United States, 33%

Geographically speaking, July’s publicly disclosed
ransomware victims were less U.S. centric than May
or June. While the United States still made up the

Other, 44%

majority of victims at 32.95% of July’s total, this is a
significant decrease from June where the U.S. made
up 52.63% of total victims or May at 45.45%. France
was once again the second highest country in July,
tied with the UK at 7.39%. Germany was next at
5.11%. We reported last month that Brazil suffered a
166% increase in victim organizations and it

France, 7%

remained near the top in July, making up nearly 4%
of this month’s total. A handful of countries

Brazil, 4% Germany, 5%

including Argentina, Peru, Switzerland, South Africa,
and Germany all saw significant increases in July.
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One possible explanation behind this month’s

Belgium
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more diffuse geographic spread is the return of

Canada

Lockbit. In our June 2021 ransomware report, Tetra

Croatia

Defense noted that “Lockbit” rebranded as
“Lockbit 2.0” and published another data leak site.
It wasn’t until mid-July that Lockbit 2.0 began
publishing victims, and in only two weeks of
activity, Lockbit 2.0 far outpaced any other
ransomware group’s activity for the entire month.
The reprised Lockbit group posted more than
twice the victims of any other group and was
responsible for 31% of public July ransomware
attacks. From the available data, Lockbit 2.0
posted victims from 23 countries. For reference,
Conti, the next most active group in July, publicly
disclosed victims from just 6.
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July’s most publicized ransom victims come
from the legal profession with 18 known
attacks. Manufacturing is next highest with
17 attacks followed by food and beverage
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each were perpetrators against a third of
the month’s legal industry victims. The now
defunct Sodinokibi (REvil) group was
previously the top aggressor against law
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offices (16.42% of REvil attacks from May –
July were against law firms).
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Everest ransomware group and Lockbit 2.0
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INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN
Despite REvil’s demise, other groups have proven

Attacks Against the Legal Industry July 2021
Threat Actor Group
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In fact, from May - June 2021 no less than 11

Avaddon
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16.67%

ransomware groups have claimed victims in the legal

AvosLocker

industry.
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suffering the most publicly disclosed ransom attacks

Everest
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has remained relatively constant with the top five

Hive

spots being consistently occupied by the same 6

LockBit 2.0

more than willing to carry out legal industry attacks.

Overall, for the past three months the industries
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THREAT ACTOR BEHAVIOR & INTEL
Publicly disclosed ransomware attacks

Conti Ransomware Publicly Disclosed Attacks

Conti was dethroned as the most active ransomware group
after taking the top spot in June and second in May. In fact,
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Conti’s activity is a 55% decrease from observed June
behavior. Conti’s July decline is particularly interesting in
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light of the recent leak in which a disgruntled affiliate
member publicly released tools and training materials used
by Conti for carrying out ransomware attacks on a dark

Avg.
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web forum. Whether Conti’s July performance was in any
way related to internal issues is unclear, but publicly
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disclosed Conti attacks were far below the norm.
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Despite remaining dormant for the first half of July, Lockbit
2.0 posted more than twice the victims Conti did. The next
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most active groups were all relatively new ransomware
labels such as Hive (+650% from June), AvosLocker, and
PayOrGrief.
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SHUTDOWNS

More resources on Sodinokibi (REvil):

Observed in July 2021

The most notable shutdown of July 2021 is, of course, Sodinokibi
(REvil). As it might appear outwardly, Sodinokibi disappeared at
the height of success. After successfully attacking Kaseya, an IT
solutions provider, which allowed ransomware to be executed on

CAUSE AND EFFECT: SODINOKIBI RANSOMWARE ANALYSIS

other downstream companies, the Sodinokibi group mysteriously
shut down its websites and terminated contact with victims
seeking decryption.

Roughly two weeks later, a universal decryptor was obtained by
Kaseya, though the source is unclear. The group has shown no
sign of a rebrand or return.

RANSOMWARE 101: SODINOKIBI

NEW THREAT ACTOR GROUPS
Observed in July 2021

Tetra Defense first observed AvosLocker in July 2021 as the
group began publishing victims to a data leak site under its
control. The group encrypts files with an appended “.avos”
extension and creates ransom notes in each directory
entitled, “GET_YOUR_FILES_BACK.txt.” The ransom note
also delineates the threat of data exposure on AvosLocker’s
data breach site if conditions aren’t met in time.
After running separate AvosLocker malware samples on
different machines, it was discovered that each executable
produces the same key (given in the ransom note) in order
to gain access to a personalized victim dashboard on the
AvosLocker site. The dashboard displays a countdown timer,
test decryption function, ransom payment information, and
a chat window. Once the countdown timer runs out, a
penalty is affixed to the ransom price. From the victim
dashboard, the group instructs ransom funds be obtained in
the form of privacy-focused cryptocurrency Monero (XMR).

AvosLocker

NEW THREAT ACTOR GROUPS

Black Matter

Observed in July 2021

BlackMatter likewise emerged in July 2021 and the security community continues to debate its possible connections, some positing
that due to observed evidence (including similar infrastructure), BlackMatter may have ties to the now defunct Darkside ransomware
group. BlackMatter’s dark net site contains descriptive information about some of its rules — prohibiting attacks on organizations like
hospitals, critical infrastructure facilities, oil and gas, defense, non-profit, and government entities.

NEW THREAT ACTOR GROUPS

Bl4ckt0r

Haron

Observed in July 2021

Bl4ckt0r and Haron were both picked up by Tetra Defense in July 2021, though both have had relatively little activity. For its part,
Bl4ckt0r posted one victim and claims to carry out data exfiltration exclusively, sans encryption. While there has been some amount of
speculation and debate, less is definitively known about the new Haron ransomware group. What we can say is that this variant claims
to exfiltrate data and threatens to expose victim data on its own leak site. Currently the leak site requires a login to access.

TO NOTE:
Hotarus

While the Hotarus ransomware group isn’t necessarily
new, in fact, it has at least one high-profile attack dating
back to February 2021, we did discover a new leak site
for the group in July 2021.
Much like the Everest ransomware group, Hotarus
seems geographically focused. Whereas Everest’s
posted victims are predominantly from France,
Hotarus victims are based in Ecuador.

El Cometa

Another example of re-branding comes from
this less active player on the ransomware
landscape. Already in our reports, this group
has gone by three different names. We’ve
observed them in May as “File Leaks,” June
as “SynACK,” and now July as “El Cometa.”
Perhaps as part of this re-brand it appears
they are publishing old SynACK decryption
keys.

JULY 2021
Despite the near constant re-shuffling of ransomware groups and actors, attacks in July have continued
against a range of different industries and countries. The July 4th weekend in particular was a
harrowing time for the cyber security industry as the Kaseya ransomware incident affected the
operations of an estimated 800 to 1500 companies in a single attack. But despite the attack’s
perpetrators ceasing operations, new groups such as Lockbit 2.0 have stepped in and more than filled
the void. This is nothing new: re-branding has been a reliable strategy for threat actor groups since
long before this summer. Perhaps this Icarus effect is somewhat unique: where Darkside and Sodinokibi
garnered too much attention from government entities and flew too close to the sun. Whatever the
reasons are behind shutdowns and re-brands, the cycle of ransomware actors continues.

ABOUT TETRA DEFENSE
GO BEYOND

Tetra Defense began with one goal in mind: To go beyond
what’s been done before. Backed by the experience of our
Cyber Defense Operations team, we provide Managed
Detection & Response services for clients to protect both
their endpoints and their inbox with a combination of leading
security tools, custom-built services, and the diligent
monitoring and insight from our team.
Through our continued growth and evolution, we have been
told that we do things differently, that we tackle the most
difficult tasks in stride, and that we stop at nothing to do
what's best for our clients.
We’re ready to help you actively defend against the latest
threats. Contact us here.

